


our designs
Andean Collection takes cues from our diverse world. We use both 
bright colors and soft hues, and combine natural materials with 
rustic metals. We spend our time between New York City and 
artisan workshops in the Andean regions of  South America.

Our look integrates these worlds, and the results are inspired designs 
that fuse the urban with the rural, the natural with the modern.

our motivation
We create to encourage change. Andean Collection was founded 
to bring sustainable change to impoverished communities in South 
America. We offer artisans the opportunity to participate in the 
global market while inspiring our customers with access to the 
elusive world of  the rural Andes.

We have a non-profit arm, Andean Project, to ensure that this 
change is productive and healthy, and to address other poverty 
related social issues, all funded through our sales and private 
donations.

learn more at
www.theandeancollection.comriverbed 

bracelets 
in soft gray, ivory (2), 

coral, and turquoise. 

More colors available,  

see page
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cloud forest choker in sea green PAIRED WITH  
thin woven belt in fuchsia AND açaí wrap 
bracelet in sea green.



tropical necklaces (pictured from left to right) lavender, soft gray, 

coral, pacific blue, sea green, natural, and tangerine. OPPOSITE PAGE 

polished tagua bracelets in lavender and soft gray.
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açaí tassel necklace available in pacific blue (pictured), coral, pink 

sugar, and sea green.  PAIRED WITH thick woven belt   in tomato, 

AND açaí cuf f  bracelet in pacific blue (more colors available; see page 

15),  AND riverbed bracelet in ivory (more colors available; see page 16), 

AND tropical necklace in sea green (more colors available; see page 4).
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la f loresta necklace (worn short above, worn long at right) available 

in teal  (pictured), ivory, lavender, and sunset orange. PAIRED WITH  
polished tagua bracelet in sunset orange AND riverbed 
bracelet in turquoise.
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circle chain choker available in pink sugar (pictured), lavender, 
soft gray, and teal.
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tagua bib necklace available in ivory (pictured), lavender, rose pink, soft gray, sunset 

orange, and teal. PAIRED WITH polished tagua bracelet available in sunset orange 

(pictured), chocolate, coral, emerald sky, incan sun, ivory, lavender, leaf  green, onyx, pacific 

blue, rose pink, and soft gray AND riverbed bracelet available in ivory (pictured), 

chocolate, coral, incan sun, nude, olive green, onyx, soft gray, tomato, and turquoise. 
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amazon necklace available in tropical (pictured) and tribal. 

PAIRED WITH açaí cuf f  bracelet available in coral (pictured), 

pacific blue, pink sugar, sea green, and soft gray. Nolita Clutch handbag 

designed by TEICH.
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riverbed bracelets available in soft gray, ivory (2), coral, and 

turquoise (pictured), chocolate, incan sun, nude, olive green, onyx, 

and tomato. OPPOSITE PAGE cloud forest choker available in 

salmon (pictured), lavender, sea green, and soft gray. PAIRED WITH 
thin woven belt available in tangerine (pictured), fuchsia, 

pacific blue, and teal AND açaí stud ear rings in natural.
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tagua loop chain ear rings 
available in teal (pictured), military 

green, ivory, and pink sugar. 

OPPOSITE PAGE TOP LEFT la cleta 
ear rings available in pacific 

blue (pictured), coral, sea green, and 

soft gray. TOP RIGHT açaí stud 
ear rings available in sea green 

(pictured), ber ry, coral, lavender, 

natural, salmon, soft gray, and 

teal. BOTTOM LEFT la f loresta 
ear rings available in sunset 

orange (pictured), ivory, lavender, and 

teal. BOTTOM RIGHT açaí cluster 
chain ear rings available in 

teal (pictured), lavender, pink sugar, 

sea green, and soft gray.



OPPOSITE PAGE cascade necklace available in teal (pictured), 
lavender, salmon, and sea green. PAIRED WITH riverbed 
bracelets in soft gray and ivory (2).
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THIS PAGE polished tagua bracelets in pacific blue and soft 

gray (more colors available; see page 12). PAIRED WITH classic tagua 
bracelet available in turquoise (pictured), burnt sugar, coral, 

fuchsia, incan sun, ivory, kiwi, lavender, multi, nude, nutmeg, pacific 

blue, sea green, soft gray, and tomato AND  riverbed bracelet 
in turquoise (pictured; more colors available, see page 16).



about the a r t i s a n s

“Our life has been difficult, but our children will have a better  
future, thanks to the people like you who buy our jewelry.”  

Prior to working with the AC, Olga sold grain at a local 
market, and Cesar was an employee in a poncho workshop, 
often forgoing meals so that their three children could 
eat.  Now they consistently have food and good shelter, 
and are working towards securing a better education for  
their children.

Cesar & Olga

Nancy (& husband Carlos not pictured)

“It fills us with great pride to know that our work is  
appreciated throughout the world.  Thank you for allowing us 
to make a living from our craft.”  

Nancy and Carlos create jewelry in their home workshop and 
hope to one day meet the people that buy their jewelry. The 
couple looks forward to their continued relationship with the 
AC to save for their children’s education. 

“We want to continue working to increase the work  
opportunities and sources of income in our town, and to  
involve as many people as possible with a consistency we  
can rely on.  This is our dream.”

Christian and Viviana work from their home and provide 
employment for 8–10 members of  their community.  They are 
looking forward to growing their home workshop and investing 
in new tools.

Christian & Viviana 

Fair trade in artisan products means ensuring that producers have good working conditions, a  
decent wage, and a realistic path out of  poverty.  Given the inherent low education level of  poor producers, 
fair trade for us also means helping artisans lead a better life.  Andean Collection does this through an annual 
survey in which we learn more about the artisans’ lives, the problems they face on a daily basis, and take action 
to help them combat these difficulties.  
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Andean Collection’s non-profit arm, Andean Project (AP), 

focuses on providing supplemental social services to our artisans and their families.  The collective mission of  the 
two organizations is to promote the economic, cultural and social rights of  the artisans and their families. These 
rights are collectively defined as the rights to basic human needs, such as housing, food, decent employment, 
cultural identity, health services, and education.

Currently, the AP pays secondary school fees for the artisans and their children who live in the poverty stricken 
coastal and mountainous regions of  Ecuador.  The AP is also providing the artisans with comprehensive training 
programs, and we will develop subsequent program areas over the next year. 

Andean Project is funded through private donations and the Andean Collection.  It has pending 501(c)3 
status, as a registered corporation in the state of  Massachusetts.  For information on donations, please email  
info@theandeancollection.com. 

This lookbook has been printed locally on recycled paper using non-toxic toner and renewable wind-powered energy.



www.theandeancollection.com

All photographs appearing in this lookbook were taken on location in Ecuador, courtesy of the Andean Collection.


